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of the communes which received royal confirmation. The value of this to
the- student of social and ft^mi'niiit.rfti.iiw history is immense. For this
reason alone the Antes of Philip Augustus will be indispensable to British
no less than to French scholars.* We congratulate M. Delaborde upon the
successful beginning of a task which will become increasingly important
as he reaches the central years of Philip's reign. F. M. POWICXE.

Calendar of Inquisitions, Miscellaneous (Chancery). Vols.IandIL (London:
HJtf. Stationery Office, 1916.)

MOBZ than four thousand five hundred documents, ranging in date from
' 1219' to 1349, are calendared in these volumes. A somewhat elaborate
introduction is largely concerned with the history and previous arrange-
ment of these records, but the chief points to grasp are that this calendar
is intended to be carried down to the accession of Henry VH, like the
Calendar of Inquiaitiona 'post mortem and the list of Inquisitions ad quod
damnwn, and that the documents with which it deals are mainly of a resi-
dual character after the above two classes of inquisitions had been separately
arranged. These three series will henceforth comprise all the Chancery
Inquisitions down to the above-mentioned date. With regard to the some-
what technical discussion in the preface, one may note, as to the county
inventories of escheats, extracted long ago from an ancient inventory in
seven volumes, that the volume for Essex' had already been lost in Lemon's
time' (1775). For Morant certainly used many of the records here calen-
dared for his History of Essex (1768), and his means of access to the public
records, through his son-in-law Astle, together with his acquiring habit
in the matter of manuscripts, may possibly account for the loss. If so the
volume may exist aramig hi« manuscript collections.

It is justly observed by the Deputy Keeper of the Records that' a refer-
ence to the analysis given in the index of subjects under the heading
Writ and Inquisition will give some indication of the great variety and
interest of these inquisitions'. There are more than seven columns under
this heading alone in the index of subjects to voL L To historical students
the index of subjects is always of such importance that one is grateful
for the forty-two pages devoted to it in this volume. There is some lack,
however, of uniformity in the matter, for this index barely runs to twenty-
five pages in vol. ii, where also there is no heading' Writ and Inquisition'.
Of ' the great variety and interest' of this calendar there can be no ques-
tion ; indeed, it is difficult to pick and choose among its vivid illustrations
of medieval life. The most fm/nimting, perhaps, are those afforded by
inquisitions on deaths alleged to have been caused by chance medley or
in self-defence. The latter and generally successful plea was usually based
on amazingly incredible stories by the culprit. In spite of the traditional
resort of an "RngKflhmaTi to his fists, it is clear that our forefathers, on
slight provocation, had recourse to admitted or extemporized weapons;
in the fields, at the tavern, at home, or even at play. Fatalities were thus

* Some criticisms and additions by M. Halphen, who hf* al*o compiled a useful
list of the more important document*, will be found in the Sevue Historiqae, March-
April 1017, cxxiT. 320-5.
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caused among men evidently quick to wrath. But the arm of the law
was strong. In 1273 William Mauduyt, of the late earl of Warwick's
family and a tenant by knight-service, had robbed a carter of two horses
and was duly hanged' at the suit of the carter' for larceny and for breaking
gaoL The law and its officers inspired terror; Clavering of Callaly Castle
was of illustrious descent, but when Roger de Wavering's widow was
indicted for murder she evaded the sheriff, she said, for fear of a clerk of
his,' who threatened that, when she was imprisoned at Newcastle-on-Tyne,
having drawn her teeth, he would carnally know her against her will', in
the sheriffs absence. This was in 1306.

More than two pages are devoted to an interesting letter from John
de Barham, who was sent in 1302 to take seisin, on the king's behalf, of the
Earl of Hereford's lands in the west. He describes how he tendered the
oath of fealty and took homage from the earl's tenants. At Brecknock
Castle there were' more than 2,000 Welsh' who knew no "RwglinV So he
took an interpreter [latimaiut 7], a clerk, who had from T*™ the words of
fealty and then charged the tenants in Welsh. The abstract wrongly
reads 'one Latinw, a clerk', which obscures the point, for we clearly have
here the old Domesday practice of rising the clergy as interpreters. In 1270
a notable inquisition was held at the' Stone Cross' by the sheriff of Middle-
sex, to determine whether two or three acres called' Kyngesgore' between
' Knichtebrugg' and Kensington were escheat or ancient demesne. The
return states that they were ancient demesne, the proceeds of which belonged
to the ferm of Middlesex. Was t.hia the origin of Kensington Gore, and have
we in that name a relic of the open field, in view of the fact that these acres
were tempore axluso common ? ' Stone Cross [co. Middlesex]' is not further
identified in the index, but is of peculiar interest. No. 2313 in this volume
gives' a clue to its locality by showing that in 1289 the parson of St. Mary-
le-Strand was there assaulted, and in vol. ii (no. 1556) we have an inquisi-
tion as to Westminster held at 'Stone Cross without the bar of the New
Temple' in 1337. But the climax is an inquisition held in the church of
St. Mary-le-Strand, at which the jurors confidently stated, in 1311, that
' the stone cross without the bar of the New Temple, London, was erected
by King William Rufus in devotion to the Holy Cross and for the health
of the souls of himself and his mother, Queen Maud, whose body rested
there while being carried to Westminster for burial' (no. 110). This
remarkable instance of the Bed King's pietas would have been news to
Freeman, for the queen, he writes, ' was of course buried in her own
church at Caen'. But the jurors of 1311 doubtless had the Eleanor crosses
in their mind* With greater daring the Ipswich jurors who desired in
1340 to exalt their town as a port, testified that it was ' first appointed
the capital of Suffolk, by reason of the port, by a'-pagan king, Ypus by
name, who called the town Ypeswich' (no. 1708).

As the two volumes were indexed by different officers and with-different
results, they had better be separately dealt with. In voL i (1219-1307) the
chief feature is found in the Inquisition** de BebeUHnu (nos. 609-940)
after the barons' war. Mr. Pearson, in his fresh edition (1871) of Blaauw*s
The Barons' War, was disposed, in his important appendix on the 'Royalists'
and the ' rebels' (pp. 364-80), to depreciate the evidence of these records
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as affording inmffimVnt, proof of 'rebellion'. But at least they afford most
valuable means of identification, a matter which rather baffled hi™, TTi«
constant queries and strange surnames are eloquent as to this. The
arrangement of these returns, not only under counties, but under hundreds
and wapentakes, enables one to identify men and places with certainty.
This makes inexplicable the errors of the indexer; ' Chauton,' for instance,
in ' Fmchesden' Hundred, Hampshire-, is obviously Chalton in finchdean
Hundred, not Chawton in Alton Hundred, and this correction is supported
by the contents of the returns (nos. 692, 978).1 To take but a single
county, that of Essex (nos. 657-74), the errors are staggering. ' Keleweden'
in Ongar Hundred is Kelvedon Hatch, not Kelvedon (in Witham Hundred),
which occurs in no. 670, but is unindexed. In Hinckford Hundred
' Smetheton' is not identified as Smeeton in Bulmer. In Leiden Hundred,
Cropping (* Creping'), a well-known manor in the Colnes, is pitchforked
into Romford, at the other end of the county, and ' La Gernunere', a
moated house in the Stour Valley at Wormingford, in the extreme north
of the hundred, is sought for in its extreme south. This is peculiarly
unfortunate, because we have here the perfect form of a name akin to
La Musardere (Miserden), and to such forms across the channel as La
Bigotiere, L'Ernaudiere, La Quehanniere, <fcc. ' Sir Simon de Fateshill
of Toleshontte," chyvaler ",' (no. 670), was a holder of land in the unindexed
Tolleshunt Knights. Of three manors in Winstree half-hundred, 'Bur-
halle in Mereseia' is not even identified as Bower Hall in Mersea, while
the ' Legh Mareny' of William de Mareny, namely Layer Marney—
where the famous gatehouse of the Marneys towers above the marsh-
land—is identified, as also is Leighs (nos. 1870, 1940), in the heart of the
county, with the far-off Essex port of Leigh on the Thames.

Before proceeding to other points noted in the index as needing correc-
tion, one must speak of a more delicate subject, the reading of the docu-
ments in this volume ; for the index, of course, is affected when a word
is incorrectly read. One would naturally hesitate to question readings
of documents one has not seen, especially when they are those of the
skilled staff of the Record Office, were it not that one notable document
(no. 2272) had been published in extenso by a coHeague of their own in
1913.* Comparing these two versions, we note first that this inquisition
was held, in April 1285, ' before Robert de Gynges, sheriff'. But the
sheriff at that time was n o t ' Robert ' ; he was that ' Reynold (sic) de
Gynges' who appears in no. 1347, and who is styled, we find, in the Latin
original of 2272,' Reginaldo de Gynges, vicecomite'. The trouble was
a death in an affray between Sandwich and Yarmouth mariners, a t ' Brad-
felt on the Sea (tn mari)', indexed as Bradfield (on the Stour). But the
editor of the Latin text read it a s ' Bordflet in^mari', which entries in the
cartulary of St. John's, Colchester, clearly prove to have been Brightlingsea
Creek at the mouth of the Colne. We have thus here the earliest mention
of the (Cinque Port) connexion between Brightlingsea and Sandwich, and
a very early one of the famous Colne oyster trade in which these mariners

1 This, which is wrongly indexed 973, is » return of 1275, but refers to the escheat
stated in no. 692.

1 Essex Anh. Trans. [N.S.], niL 143-4.
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were engaged. Most of the doubtful readings arise, as might be expected,
from confusion between c and t or the minting of n and u, of m and w» or n*.
Only a knowledge of name*, at times, can decide between them. ' Thal-
benor,' for instance, should be read as ' Chalbenor' (if not 'Chabbenor')
and is, therefore, unidentified. Edmund de' Cameset' (no. 659) is identical
with the Edmund de ' Eemesseth' (wrongly indexed as Kemerseth) of
no. 203, where his ancestry is given; but the t in the name should be read
as c The occasional confusion of k and r is seen in so suspicious a name
as ' Rameis' (no. 521), which the index confuses with ' Baymis', but
which proves to be ' Kameia' or ' Eameys' (no. 639) or' Cameys' (no. 699).
As for n and u, ' Chaueresbregge' should be ' Chaneresbregge', ' La
Eersouere' should be ' La Kersonere', and ' Granacel' should be ' Grau-
acel' (whence the local name ' Grassals'). It is of some importance to
read grevarie instead of grenerie, for these were no other than the graoarie
of Normandy. Why the ' Binnestede' of no. 2271 should be identified as
' Binsted' [co. Hants] it is difficult to im*gin«; for the writ is addressed
to the sheriff of "EMOT, and the places mentioned are in North Essex.
' Binnestede' must have been misread for ' Bumestede'.

The present writer has ascertained that, in the. course of the Segrave
peerage case (1877), ' a large portfolio' containing a number of these
inquisitions was produced in the House of Lords by the late Sir William
(then Mr.) Hardy. A few of the returns were then printed in record type,
the accuracy of which was sworn to.* Among these was a return for the
wapentake of Newark, Notts., in which we read (p. 28) :

terre e t t e n e m e n t * d o m i n i Gftlfridi d e S t u i t o n * e t d e - E I i s t o n & . . . .
t ezre 6 t ^•""i^'TTt-*- G t l f n d i d e M o u t o a ' i n E y l e s t o n . . . .

In the Calendar, however, these entries run (L 260):
The loads, <fcc, of Sir Geoffrey de Staaton* et de. CUftona,...
Hie loads, <fc<x, of Geoffrey de Houston < in Clifton.

How is this to be explained ? The Stauntons of Staunton certainly
held, under Deynconrt, at Staunton and at Elston (Eylaton), within
four miles of i t ; but they did not hold at Clifton, which was much further
away.5 It seems, however, inconceivable that ' Eyleston' can actually
have been misread as ' Clifton'.

How much the text may be affected by confusing n with u is well seen
in no. 2158, the return of an inquisition which clearly belongs to the writ
in no. 1264 and is dated by itu ''Among some men guilty of sacrilege at
' Great Bures' (2158)-^whioh is proved by 1264 to be Bure* St.'Mary,
though the two are indexed separately—we fimj a strange being,' Gilbert
Maunpaster (sic) of William la Justice of Assingeton'. This makes nonsense
of the text, but he is gravely indexed as' Maunpaster, Gilbert'. He was,
of course,' of the household of' John, as manupaetus is rightly rendered
in no. 746. To make matters worse, Asaington (Suffolk), which adjoins
Bures, is wildly identified as Ashingdon in south Essex. The misreading
of ini as rm has converted the Breton ' Guimar' into the meaningless

' JfiMrfM of Evidence, pp. 28-9.
4 He n i probably Geofbey de Mnsten.
• Feudal Aid*, ir. 100-L
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' Gunnar' in nos. 520, 521. Snch readings as ' Tyllol' for ' Fyllol' and
'Herbert' (for Hubert) de Burgh may be scribal errors, but are uncor-
rected in the index. For snch an entry as' Bedehampton, Reynold son of
Peter de', the text is responsible; the rendering in no. 2098,' the park
of Reynold son of Pet«r de Bedehampton' should have run ' of Reynold son
of Peter at Bedehampton', which illustrates the need for care in rendering
' de'. For' Reynold son of Peter' (no. 1895) is indexed separately, and
Bedhampton not identified. Text and index alike are wrong in the case
of ' Gerard de Hanicurt' (tic) in no. 811, who is indexed under ' Haincurt',
but who was really a ' Fanecurt' (as in nos. 774, 795, 796). The text,
however, is not responsible for the amagrng entry ' Grimketel, Alan de
Cretin son of,' which is due merely to carelessness. The name of this great
Angevin house is also indexed under ' Croham'. Why, again, is the
bridge of ' Amot' (no. 1547) indexed as that of ' Arnot', or the ' barony
of Bochred (? co. Hereford)' entered thus on p. 667, but as that of Bough>
rood (co. Radnor) on p. 669 ? Perhaps, however, the strangest matter
is the fate of Iindsey (Suffolk) at the indexer's hands. The adjacent
villages of Kersey and Iindsey gave name, as is well known, to two familiar
fabrics. In no. 21 is an interesting return ' by a jury of the vicinage of
Karesheie and Lellesheie to determine the boundaries'. ' Leleseye,' as the
return terms it, was an early form of the later Iindsey, which adjoins
Kersey, but which, here and in three other documents, is identified as
Nailsea, which is nowhere near to either. As to the parson of' Lyndesey'
(no. 1371), if his parish was really that of' Iindsey (co. Lincoln)', his cure
must have been a large one.

As with places, so with persons. In Oxfordshire ' James de Anditleye
seized the land of Ralph d'Aundeli', and Osbert GLffard that of' Maurice
d'Aundeli' after the barons' war (No. 855). Yet Ralph and Maurice, with
their Norman surname, are identified with the Staffordshire Audleya. So
is Walter Dandeli (no. 341). Stephen, earl of Aumale, with his son
William are indexed as members of the later house, under ' Fortfbus'.
In Kent' Greneche' (no. 1024) is Grenge, not' Greenwich '; in Sussex
' Fylesham' is simply Filsham. In Scotland ' Luffynock' is Luffness, the
home of the Lindsays. It is strange to learn that, in South Wales, Dynas, a
castle of' Sir Reynold son of Peter' (unindexed on p. 799), which guarded,
as Dinas y Bwlch, a pass through the Black Mountains, was ' Dynas Powis
(co. Glamorgan)'. The mysterious ' Eleveynnismeneth (? co. Radnor)' was
simply Elfael Is Mynydd, now the Hundred of Painscastle. ' Waucre,'
Le. Walkern, Herts, (no. 1923), is unindexed under either form. In
Essex ' Elteneye' is Iltney, not ' Eltenhey', and ' Sedeburnebroke' is
Brook street in South WeaH; there is no attempt to identify even snch
familiar forms as ' Meandon' (Maldon),' Iittle<Seines' (Rayne),' Dyham'
(Dedham),' Halleye' (Hadleigh) Castle,' Sidingeho' (Manningtree), which
present no difficulty, and the' Bures St. Mary' of no. 1760 is perversely
indexed under ' Bowers'. The great lordship of Nayiand f Neylond')
on the Stour is sought for in Witham as' Newland', while, as for' Roenges
(? co. Lincoln)', it is no other than Beauchamp Roding, co. Essex.

It must not be supposed that local knowledge is requisite for such
criticism. Let us, for instance, pass from Essex to West Wales. No. 986
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is an inquisition, before the buEff of Abergavenny and TTngMTmn, at
' Kilgarran in West Wales', early in 1275. It concerns the mmdningn of
Sir Nicholas Ktz Martin when in charge of Kilgarran Castle and forest.
At its close is the statement that' the said Sir Nicholas took timber in the
forest of Kilgarran . . . for building his castle of New Town (sic), in Kem-
meas'. This is indexed as ' Kemeys, TC«TnTn*«ui (co. Monmouth), New
Castle (sic) in'. Both text and inrW are wrong. ' Tr«wnTn«im' is B<?MHT
of the places named Kemeys in Monmouthshire, but is the well-known
cantref of Cemais (now in Pembrokeshire), of which the Martins were
lords, and which adjoined Emlyn, of which Cilgerran was the stronghold.
Of this Cemais Newport (sic) on the strand (* Trefdaeth') was then the eaput
and the citadel. When Llewelyn captured Newport and overran this
Cemais* in 1267, he made (and kept for a time) prisoner—though this may
not be known—the Six Nicholas of this document, who was lord of Cemais
for about half a century. Abergavenny and Cilgerran had come into the
king's hands in 1256 on the death of Eva (a Braose heiress), mother of the
George de Cantempe named in this document, and their lordship during
his long minority was given to the lord Edward, under whom Sir Nicholas
had been in charge at times. It must have been when he had regained
his lost castle of Newport that he took this timber for its rebuilding. One
may add, of the Cantelupe lands ' at St. Clare and KTIgarran', that
' St. Clare* (which is not even indexed) was St. dear's (Carmarthen), of
which William de Braose had died seised when he went to the gallows
tree in 1230.

Before taking leave of voL i one should note that its contents are dated
on the binding as of 1219-1307, but that no. 518 is actually dated early
(16 March) in 1218. This is of some importance, because it seems to
govern the undated documents which follow (nos. 519-21) and which
contain valuable lists of the VnigTi*** fees and their holders on the honour
of Richmond. The name, however, of Earl Aubrey implies a somewhat
later date for those in which it occurs.

In volume ii the leading feature is found in the inquisitions as to the
prisoners captured in the wild flight from Boroughbridge with their
chattels (pp. 129-34), together with those grouped under' rebels' in the
Indur of subjects. A. brief inquest, in 1311, as to five acres in Much Marcle,
* held by John de Balun who was hanged for felony' (no. 100), would not
suggest that he was the descendant of a mighty Domesday earl,1 just as
John de Monmouth, ' who was hanged for felony', as recorded in 1281
(i. 1233), was the actual heir male of a Domesday baron. A notable
entry of 1340 informs us that •' the keeper of the deanery of the free chapel
of TTmtrinpi' has' made a chapel to the king's honour with a new window
and a picture of the king's father, so that the devotion of the people is
much increased to the profit of the chapel' (no. 1716). In another, dealing
with the repairs needed at Winchester Castle (no, 179), we read that' the
bufldings covered with Cornwall stone called " Esclate " have been much
damaged by storms'. This was in 1314. In the following year extensive
repairs were found to be required at Salisbury Castle, owing to sheriffs'

* There was a <"*•<"""• of some importance in Anglesey.
' See Studiu in Peerage and Family History, p. 209.
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neglect and corruption, and to the ' manor' of Clarendon (nos. 209, 210).
At the latter the cost of the repairs was estimated at no less than £1,850;
in this historic' manor' we have mention of the chamber called' Antioche',
chapels for the king, the queen, and the household,' the chamber for the
chancellor and the clerks of chancery, the. chamber of the nhftpl«.in« and
clerks of the king and queen, the treasurer's chamber', and so forth. The
particulars as to castles a-Tt<\ other royal buildings are among the- most
valuable information afforded by these volumes. They deserve the
careful attention of historical students, even though such statements as
that of a Somerset jury that Taunton Priory was founded by ' William
Gyffard, somrthne bishop of Winchester, before the time of Sing Edmund
Iryneside* betray an almost incredible ignorance.

It is a pleasure to praise the careful and scholarly work of the late
Mr. Bland in the index to vol. ii. He is not responsible for that persona
fitta,' Baldwin son of Gilbert Wake' (no. 107), who is compounded (as
we are reminded by no. 255) out of Baldwin son of Gilbert (de Clare) and
Hugh Wake. The points one has noted for correction are very few.
' Bessemere' is not an unknown place in Ipswich, but Bushmere, close to
Westerfield ; in two consecutive entries the hundreds of Wizamtree (Bed-
fordshire) and Wixoe (Suffolk) are assigned to Essex; the court of the Honour
of Boulogne a t ' Wycham', as the text reads it (no. 127), was held not at

. Wickhambreux (Suffolk), but at Witham (Essex). In Sussex ' Hongetone'
(sic), named with Chancton (no. 1823), was not the far-off Hangleton, but
the neighbouring Buncton (Bongetone) in Ashington. It is regrettable that
Patrick and wiilia.mt earls of Salisbury, should have been indexed under
Devereux. ' Gilbert de Baiocis', whose fees are analysed in no. 405, was
Gilbert de BaHiol; but this may be a scribal error. It is worth noting
that the old name of' Edulvesnasse by Waleton.' (no. 406) still persisted in
1319, though not here identified as the Naze, for it was no longer the n*me
of a lordship. ' Samford, co. Suffolk' (no. 300), was not a place, but a hun-
dred, of which the bailiff was Boger de ' Wyvermers' (not Wynermers),
L e. Withermarsh in Stoke by Nayland. Is it certain, by the way, that
' leagues 'should be so rendered ? Wefindinthetext(no.l708)Battlesden
described as ' 15 leagues from Ipswich', though the distance is just about
15 miles, as the crow flies. The point is of some importance.

J. H. BOUND.

Year Boots of Edward II. YoL XII, 5 Edward II (1312). Edited by W.C.
BoiiASD. (Selden Society Publications, VoL XXXU1. London:
Quaritch, 1916.)

THAT Mr. Bolland's new instalment of the Year Book* ofEdvard ZZ is not
quite up to time is the necessity of publication under war conditions. But
the volume shows no falling off in interest or importance, and Mr. BoQand,
as he warms to his work, shows steady development of capacity for dealing
with the extraordinarily difficult problems of collation, interpretation, and
translation of the very puzzling texts of the Year Books. His introduction,
seldom straying to more general considerations, is a close and valuable
illustration of many of the chief cases that he has edited, and incidentally

VOL. xnm.—NO. cxxxi. D d
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